
One experiment studies lithium 
defects in silicon and diamond 
(carbon). Lithium is the only known 
impurity acting as an interstitial donor 
when implanted in diamond, sitting 
between the 'resident' atoms in the 
crystal and introducing 'free' elec
trons into the lattice to produce n-
type semiconducting diamond. 

These modest steps are only the 
beginnings of a wide range of new 
ISOLDE research, which will go on to 
make valuable contributions to 
astrophysics and 
radiopharmaceuticals as well as 
materials science and the classic 
topics of atomic and nuclear physics 

The laser beam for ISOLDE experiment 304 
enters the experimental hall in a safety tube 
about 5 m above ground. Concrete provides 
vibration-free support for a mirror to deflect the 
beam towards the apparatus. 
(Photo CERN EX 73 10 1992) 

FERMILAB 
Collider detectors -2 

Last month's edition (April, page 12) 
included a status report on data 
collection and preliminary physics 
results from the 'newcomer' DO 
detector at Fermilab's Tevatron 
proton-antiproton collider. This time 

the spotlight falls in the Veteran' CDF 
detector, in action since 1985 and 
meanwhile significantly upgraded. 
Meanwhile the Tevatron collider 
continues to improve, with record 
collision rates. 

CDF 

On December 9 last, the CDF Col
laboration at Fermilab's Tevatron 
proton-antiproton collider reported 
that a total integrated luminosity of 
4.69 inverse picobarns had been 
written to tape during the 1992 
Collider run. This equals the data 
sample collected in the 1988-89 run 
and signals a solid new beginning to 
ongoing Fermilab collider operations. 
By March 2 1 , more than 14 inverse 
picobarns of integrated luminosity 
had been collected on tape, tripling 
the 1988-89 score. Data is still 
coming in fast, and the run is ex
pected to continue until June. 

The upgraded CDF detector was 
rolled into the BO Collision Hall at the 
end of March 1992, and collisions 
were seen the following May. Stud
ies with the Tevatron and detector 
continued until August 26 when CDF 
declared the detector commissioned 
and the data quality sufficient to 
begin the top search. With increased 
Tevatron luminosity and increased 
CDF efficiency, data which took 272 
days to accumulate in 1988-89 took 
only 106 days in 1992. It took only 
another 47 days to double the data 
set. Following a scheduled January 
maintenance period, and an un
scheduled ice storm, the data was 
tripled in another 34 days. 

Extensive changes have been 
made to CDF since 1989 to keep the 
detector functioning efficiently at 
anticipated peak luminosities of 10 3 1 

(record so far 8.59 x 10 3 0) - ten times 
the design luminosity of the original 
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THE FERTILE VOID 
Vacuum "made in Germany" acce
lerates CERN reseach. 
Obtaining fertile knowledge in fundamen
tal research needs vacuum. 
This also applies to the new CERN 
accelerator project - the "Large Hadron 
Collider". An ultimate energy of about 
7 TeV is the design goal for the LHC. To 
achieve this within the 27 km long tunnel, 
superconducting magnets are absolutely 
essential. Operation of these magnets 
requires a pump system for helium 
capable of a nominal pumping speed of 
18 g/s (413,380 m 3 x h~1 ) at 30 mbar and 
6 g/s at 10 mbar. Because so much 
depends on the quality of the vacuum 
CERN has decided to let LEYBOLD build 
the pump system. 

We are proud of this, and would like to 
thank CERN for their confidence in us. 

LEYBOLD AG 

m Leutschenbachstr. 55, CH-8050 Zurich 
• Bonner Str. 498, D-5000 Cologne 51 

L E Y B O L D 

I n n o v a t i v e V a c u u m T e c h n o l o g y A Degussa Company 

19a Circle advertisement number on reader service form 
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Collisions take off. Integrated Luminosity 
recorded on tape by the CDF detector at 
Fermilab's Tevatron proton-antiproton collider, 
showing the much faster data accumulation 
rate being achieved in the current run. 

detector. A replacement Vertex Time 
Projection Chamber with short (4cm) 
drift spaces was installed, the central 
muon system hardened with 630 tons 
of additional steel and new cham
bers, the data acquisition system 
throughput rate increased fourfold 
with new front-end electronics and 
additional system parallelism, the 
second level trigger system speed 
doubled, and the computing power in 
the third level trigger increased by a 
factor of 25. 

Additional upgrades improved 
physics capabilities. A 46,000-
channel silicon microstrip vertex 
detector was added around the 
beampipe to detect secondary decay 
vertices, pre-radiator chambers were 
brought in just behind the solenoid 
cryostat for neutral pion/gamma 
separation, and the central muon 
system extended. 

The CDF Collaboration has in
creased dramatically since 1989. 
Sixteen research centres have joined 
to double the number of collaborating 

institutions to thirty-four, with a total 
of 419 physicists, up from "only" 187 
in 1989. 

The shift crews are composed of a 
Scientific Coordinator ( dubbed the 
"SciCo" ), an "Ace" - an expert 
(usually a graduate student) on the 
data acquisition system, and two 

"consumer operators" who monitor 
data quality with online programs. All 
members participate in shift work, 
serving 10-day rotations. 

The physicist crew is supplemented 
by Fermilab personnel responsible 
for the cryogenic solenoid, the gas 
systems, and the safety systems. A 
rota of "Opérations Managers" 
coordinate detector operations 
around the clock and liaise with the 
Accelerator Division. A Trigger 
Working Group meets every week 
and keeps the total trigger cross-
sections under control as the lumi
nosity of the Tevatron increases. 
The collaboration assembles every 
other week at Fermilab in a series of 
meetings to coordinate the physics 
analysis. Co-Conveners steer this 
analysis in four working groups -
QCD, Electroweak, Heavy Flavour, 
and Exotic physics. 

The detector is functioning well. 
The operational uptime of the detec
tor is about 80% (still short of the 

136 members (only 1/3) of the CDF Collabo
ration gathered for a picture at a recent 
collaboration meeting. 
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About 100 current and former Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory employees standing on 
top of the Bevatron shielding after the final 
Bevatron "turn off." 

collaboration's goal of 90%). Trigger 
plus readout live time is 90% at 
luminosities of 7x10 3 0 , as planned. 
The W and Z production rates in the 
older detector systems are compara
ble to 1989, while additional Ws and 
Zs are seen in the newly upgraded 
muon systems and in the gas calo
rimeters. 

Detector thresholds have been 
lowered to give nearly five times the 
J/psi rate into muon pairs. Second
ary vertices have been seen with the 
new silicon detector, opening up new 
measurements with b-quarks. 

The top quark is being searched for 
in every conceivable channel, with 
the new secondary vertexing tool 
being heavily employed. 

BERKELEY 
Farewell to the 
Bevatron/Bevalac 

Nearly a hundred current and former 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
employees gathered at the Bevatron 
accelerator on 21 February to watch 
Ed Lofgren turn off the beam for the 
last time. Lofgren, in charge of the 
venerable machine from its comple
tion in 1954 until his retirement in 
1979, pushed a button that someone 
long ago labeled "atom smasher 
offer", bringing to an end four dec
ades of accomplishment in high 
energy and heavy ion physics. 

Owen Chamberlain, who shared the 
1959 physics Nobel with Emilio 
Segré for the discovery of the 
antiproton at the Bevatron, was 
among those present at the closing 
ceremony. The shutdown came 39 
years to the week after Bevatron 
beam first circulated, and a touching 
moment came just after Lofgren shut 

the machine down when the poignant 
strains of the "Taps" salute wafted 
out over the PA system. 

The Bevatron - or Bevalac, as it 
was called after being linked to the 
SuperHILAC linear accelerator in the 
1970s - made major contributions in 
four distinct areas of research: high 
energy physics, heavy ion physics, 
medical research and therapy, and 
space-related studies of radiation 
damage and heavy particles in 
space. 

As well as the discovery of the 
antiproton, the early years of the 
Bevatron saw classic studies of the 
kaon, leading to a deeper under
standing of both strong and weak 
interaction physics. With Luis 
Alvarez' development of Donald 
Glaser's original bubble chamber 
idea into a prolific physics technique, 
the Bevatron was a major focus of 
the heady days of resonance hunting 
in the late 1950s and early 1960s. 

Most recently the Bevalac 
(Bevatron-SuperHILAC combination) 

pioneered relativistic heavy ion 
physics. The central focus of this 
research programme was the pro
duction and study of extreme condi
tions in nuclear matter. Highlights 
include the first definitive evidence of 
collective flow of nuclear matter at 
high temperatures and densities, 
studies of the nuclear matter equa
tion of state and multifragmentation, 
a systematic study of dilepton pro
duction, and measurements using 
secondary beams of light radioactive 
nuclei, culminating in the observation 
of the "neutron halo" of lithium-11. 
(This nucleus consists of nine central 
nucléons surrounded by a relatively 
distant and weakly bound neutron 
pair.) 

After the pioneering work at LBL, 
the relativistic heavy ion baton was 
taken up at still higher energies by 
Brookhaven and CERN, while 
Brookhaven's RHIC collider, now 
under construction, will provide the 
next energy step. 

During the past year, the impending 
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